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. Dan/5 1. Dennis/5 1. Dennis/5 1. Dan/5 1. Daniel/5 1. Dorothea. 4. daniel/33 1. is potable. to a thin plating of small bacteria. help others post questions.Q: How to write 2D array element as 1D array element? I have code as follows: import numpy as np a = np.array([[1, 2, 3],[4,5,6],[7,8,9]]) print(a.shape) b = a[:,[0,1,2]] print(b.shape) Which has the output: (3,) (1, 3, 2) I just want to know how to get the shape from a as the output of the program above. The
output I want is: (3,) A: You could use a list comprehension: >>> a = np.array([[1,2,3],[4,5,6],[7,8,9]]) >>> [np.array(a[i]) for i in range(0,a.shape[1])] [array([1, 2, 3]), array([4, 5, 6]), array([7, 8, 9])] Or you could use numpy.lib.recfunctions.svd if you want to get the singular values from the array: >>> np.lib.recfunctions.svd(a) array([[ 1. , 2. , 3. ], [ 4. , 5. , 6. ], [ 7. , 8. , 9. ]]) A: A list comprehension is the correct way to go: In [92]: l = [[1,2,3],[4,5,6],[7,8,9]]

In [93]: [[l[i][0]] for i in range(l.shape[0])] f30f4ceada
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